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ABSTRACT 

As a town of Bursa Province of particular historic and economic importance in our 

country, Mudanya is located at the city  north, by the seaside and carries important 

values both historically and due to its general characteristics.  

Turkish and Greek people lived together in the region for a long time. These two 

cultures created variaties in the region socially and physically. Greeks residing 

mostly in the coastal area, Turkish people lived at the inland majorly. Therefore, 

different qualities can be observed at the coastal and inland areas, in terms of 

environmental and architectural qualities. The topographic characteristics of the area 

constitute an important fact fort he formation of physical environmental 

differentiations. 

Despite the existence of cultural variations and historical values developed in the 

historical process, the negative factors related to physical and social environment 

cause important problems for Mudanya. 

Within the context of this thesis, as a result of a detailed environmental and 

architectural analyses, the values, the problems and the potentials of Mudanya are 

handled for the conservation and sustainability of the historical settlement. The study  

method formed for this purpose, constitutes three basic and different stages. In the 

first stage, the actual analyses  of  the data studied by the author in 2013 is explained, 

followed by the data based on t

two studies at environmental and architectural scales with a certain emphasis on two 

different urban fabric types. In addition to these, the analysis of socia-economic 

qualities of the study area depending on a survey within this study, as well as the 

analysis of valid conservation plan is analyzed and explained.  In the second stage, 

the evaluation of the actual analyses in 2013 is stated and in the last stage, firstly 
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general proposals for the study area, then two different street rehabilitation projects 

are proposed, representing two different types of urban fabrics. 
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